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. . . ~l~~f1'1tecture Chairman
.Wants Separate Dept.
.

.

synthesize. And that demands a larger diversity
of knowlege, he said,
UNM 's architecture department chairman,
"The aesthetics of a building or the question
Don Schlegel said he would like· to see the of whether or not it's structurally sound should
department divorced from the College of Fine not be the singular concerns of an architect
Arts.
today. A more vital question is whether the
A recommendation to set up an building should be there at all," he said.
inter-disciplinary committee to study the
The architecture depm-tment at UNM has been
feasibility of an indepelldent school or college of noted nationally in recent years as having one of
architecture is now on the desk of Academic the most innovative programs in the country.
Affairs.Vice.President Chester Travelstead.
Schlegel hopes that this trend, coupled with a
Schlegel said that Travelstead is expected to reach for added quality will continue.
·
act upon the naming of the committee members
'•I don't envision a college of architecture, per
"very soon."
se, but more in the line of a college of physical
The possibility of a separate architecture design," Schlegel said, uwhere a major part of its
school has been around officially since June of role would be to assist state, city and county
this year when it was included in both the agencies through some type of rural extension
architecture department's annual report and the program."
fine arts annual report prepared by Dean Clinton
Schlegel said the internship programs at
Adams.
agricultural schools offered a kind of rough
Schlegel said that a complete answer to a build model for the direction he felt architecture
or not build question demands an should be taking.
inter-disciplinary knowledge, an awareness that
He added that on a small scale the faculty and
would go beyond art and engin~ering into students are already involved in a kind of
ecology, economics and the social sciences.
community, ustore front" assistance program.
A measure of that knowledge falls outside .
Because the architecture department is looking
what is happening in the College of Fine Arts, for a new chairman, Schlegel would like to see
Schlegel said.
things move quickly and soon. Consider~tions for
About 100 schools offer a degree in the job of chairman, he said, are dependent on
architecture, but only 21 offer their programs whether or not the department will become
under the supervision of a larger entity.
independent of Fine Arts or not•
Schlegel's desire involves his conception of the
Schlegel wanted to step down as chairman last
pre.ent and future role of architecture.
year, hoping to return to full-time teachin-g. A
uwe're in the process now of re-defining the new chairman from outside the university was
de tiniti..pn of architecture. The client has contracted for the job, but he changed his mind
changed. The client is no longer singularly a at the last minute, so Schlegel's term was
corporation or a wealthy individual who comes extended through 1975.
to the architect and asks him to dictate taste,"
While no plans for the organizational set-up of
Schlegel said.
an independent school of architecture have been
He added that the client now was more often a formalized, Schlegel and departmental faculty
community, a group of people with a diversity of are presently busy trying to get their material
needs and desires that the architect baa to organized.
By HYDE POST

ASUNM President Gil Gonzales receives a shot in the arm as
he undergoes a blood letting. The Bloodmobile will be at the
north end of the SUB again today and tomorrow, so follow
your president's example.
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Ex-PEC Member
Plans To Be
VP Representative
.

.

.
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By ORLANDO MEDINA
An ex-member of the Popular Entertainment Committee,
who was fired for disciplinary reasons, announced Thursday
that he will now be the vice·preaidential representative at the
PEC meetinp.
·
Rodney Lujan, :releued from the PEC by ASUNM President
Gil Gonzales for hia conduct at meetings, told a Project
Consejo meeting that he would atilt be at the PEC meetings.
..Erneato Gomez (vice•preaident of ASUNM) il going to
make me hia representative at the PEC meetings," Lujan laid.
Lujan wu at the meeting of Project Consejo to apologize
lot hil conduct at a PEC meeting. Because of his conduct at
that meeting, Conaejo filed a complaint against him and
Gonzales dismilled him,
Twa of the parties involved in Lujan's dismissal, Gonzales
and PEC Chairman Steve Schroeder, were surprised to hear of
Lujan 'a announcement.
Gonzales said he had heard someone mention something
about Lujan'• poMible position but had dismiued the thought6
••I heard something like that but dismilled the thought •
becauae I don't think i~ a realistic situation. The senate has
:repreaentation of the PEC.· Besides that, the PEC is an
executive committee under my auspices," Gonzales said,
Schroeder said that past controversy with Lujan woUld
hamper any work in hi& committee.
..1 get the general feeling that there is going to be a lot of
disunity and a lot of controversy with this individual. I would
rather not have him reintroduced into the committee at this
time," Schroeder said.
"1. feel it's an affront to Gil and an open battle to me. I am
very disappointed, specifically in Ernesto. I'm disappointed
that I'm going to be hampered without letting me get a base
and solid core before they start testing me again," Schroeder
added, .
Sen, Louis Tempkin said he had talked to Gomez about the
possible appointment of Lujan.
"Emesto told me (Lujan) isn't a member of the ad hoc
committee (a committee now looking into laws affecting PEC)
. but that he will be his representative at the meetings to keep
Lujan around and keep him involved, u Tempkin said.
If Lujan is appointed "he will not need to be confirmed by
Gonzale. or the 1enate as he will not have voting power.

Horn Supports Land Sale
At the Regents meeting
Saturday Regents' President
Calvin Hom said he supported a
plan under which UNM would ask
the State Land Commissioner to
tell 2000·3000 acres south of the
airport for a test development.
Horn met with the Legislative
Finance Committee Friday
morning to discuss options on
over 12,000 acres of land owned
by the state and held in trust for

he said.
At the meeting Hom said that
the. university would study
infringements on the land by
government agencies.
uThe university is in no
position to subsidize other

government agencies," Hom ·said.
Horn said a study of noise
l~els and other restrictions to
developing the land wiJl be made
so that if option six is enacted
"people will know what they'te
bidding on."

,.

UNM.

He said the LFC was "very
cooperative n and they agreed that
more input is necessary. to decide
what to do with the land.
The plan Horn referred to is
option six of a report to the
Regents prepared by the Bureau
of Business and Engineering
Research. Under the option some
of the land would be sold to the
highest bidder. The money would
go to the university.
U the buyer decided to develop
the land, it would serve as a "test
'development." Utilities would be
installed which would make it
easier for the university to
develop the land.
Horn told the LOBO yesterday
that actual development of· .the
land by UNM might not take
place for at least five years.
••n; wc;U).d; 'll decisk)n :for
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~~You

rllould ·not make
changing the world your one
and only cau111. You can't do
it and $hould you attempt it,
you will die discouraged and
psychotic."
The Albuquerque
Journal's Scott Beavan said
this. To find out where and
to whom he made the
statement •••

SEE PAGE 5
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Regents OK $3~5 Million .For Ptessb~x······ ·····!

By JIM POWERS
The UNM Regents approved a
$3.5 million revenue bond
proposal to finance construction
of an elaborate pressbox facility
at University Stadium and the
expansion of the bl!sketball arena.
The Regents' action is
tentative, subject to approval by
the Board of Educational Finance
and the State Board of Finance.
John Perovich, UNM vice
-

president for business and finance
told the Regents during the
Saturday meeting that the cost of
issuing the revenue bonds "would
be more than liquidated" by the
sale of'options on tickets at both
athletic facilities,
"We propose to arrange interim
financing with a local bank and to
defer issuing bonds until there is a
more favorable interest rate," said
Perovich.

Contacted prior to the Regents'
meeting, Perovich said 580
options on season tickets would
be sold to defray the cost of the
$1.48 million pressbox. Individuals
purchasing these options would in
effect be making a $300 gift to
the athletic department, in
addition to paying $50 for a
choice seat.
Annual revenue from the sale
of the 580 season ticket options

·as De vetopment

C.enterAI

B JUDY ELLIS
Y
The Manzanita Center's new day care
program offers more than just a
babysitting service. Pre-schoolers at the
center aie given the opportunity and the
environment to develop their individual
•
tial
1earnmg
poten .
·
The day care program was initiated
·under the aUspices. of the Hop1e
Economics Dept. in August to provide a
demonstration of developmental day care
and to extend the child development
laboratory's operation.
The ·center now provides for the care of
25 faculty and staff children (ages ranging
from 18 months to five years) from 7:45
a.m. to 5:00 p.m., five days a week. The
day care program differs from the former
nursery school program in its longer
hours, family grouping, and its
comprehensive child development
program.
This developmen.tal approach applies a
program which provides both substitute
and supplemental care to the pre-school
child of the working parent. Substitute
day care is similar to the kind of basic
physical and emotional attention the
pre-school child would receive in the
home.
The supplemental aspects of day ·care
go beyond meeting the child's basic needs
and seek to develop, through adults
skilled in working with young children,
the innate learning potential of
pre-schoolers.
"We feel children can and do initiate a
lot of their own activity," said Carol
Bruner, director of the day care program.
"By stressing active exploration of the
surrounding materials and environment
with adults available as resource persons,
most children can

te tial
po n '
"By caring· for each child as an
individual with regard to his or her age
and needs, the staff can provide the
materials and experiences necessary for a
fuller development of the child's
educational, social and emotional needs,"
she said.
Because the center can only
accommodate a limited number, children
are selected according to the employment
status of the parents, with preference
given to the single working mother.
In order to involve parents as active
participants in the program, the center
requires that two of the five lunch hours
be spent in informal parent-child lunches
away from the center.
Bruner sees the new developmental day
care program as an improvement over the
former UNM nursery school and hopes it
will serve as a community model.
"The nursery school program is no
longer as relevant as the day care
program," she said. "According to the
Dept. of Labor 40 per cent of U.S.
mothers of pre-school children are
working now and day care for their
children is essential. The nursery school
operated only 20 hours a week, whereas
the day care center now operates 50 hours
a week."
Approximately 80 students in Health
Education 408 (Growth and Development
of the Preschool Child) work with the
children each week as part of their
two·hour laboratory requirement.
Tuition for one semester is $165 and
includes breakfast, snacks and lunch three
days a week. Part of the cost of the food
program is reimbursed by the State Dept.
of Education's Special Food Services
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POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

·

and

w1ll be $~~3,000. The annual c~st
of amo!~1z1ng the .bond~ to bu1ld
the faClhty, Perov1ch sa1d, would
be $135 1000. T~e $68,000 net
profit w1ll. prov1de the football
program w1th some sorely needed
funds.
.
The expa.nswn of th.e basketball
are.n. a wlll prov1de 2,200
add1bonal seats suspended from
the ceiling and overlooking. the.
top five existing rows. Optwns
will also be sold on the new arena
seatingtocoverthecosts.
The pressbox-VIP facility will
be built on three levels and will
structurally curve toward the
50-yard line. Each of the two
lower levels will contain 3 32 VIP
or "scholarship" seats. The upper
or pressbox level will provide
seating for 125 members of the
press, team scouts, and UNM
sports information personnel.
Each VIP level will be equipped
with a lounge and a large
concession area. These facilities
will also be used for athletic
functions, club meetings, and to
~ ()-;--.__ ~)

..

::; e~-

fe.te h1gh school footballers who
wlll h~pefully enroll at UNM,
Unhke Lobo basketb~ll, the
foot b a! I, Program IS not
self-sustamm~ ~d. there has been
s .o m e c. r 1 t • c • s m of the
d1spr~port1onate ~ount of the
~thletlC departmen~ ~ budget. t~at
lS spent on th~ gr1~1ron actlVlty.
UNM Ath~etiC D1rector Lavon
McDonald sa1d Ia~~ w~ek that the
new pressbox, fac1hty ls needed to
bolster UNM s football program.
He said·he considers the building
of the press box to be a nec~ssary
first step toward the expanswn of
the football stadium. ·
"Construction of the pressbox
is essential," McDonald said. "The
existing pressbox was put up as a
temporary facility.'"Ifwe're going
to have the type of football
programd twh? wantfat.1t:l'tew,Mexico,
we nee
1s new ac1 1 Y.
Pending final approval of the
project, construction of the
pressbox will begin"Dec~mber 1.
The facility should be ready by
next fail.
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for Appointments Call
Ron Cisne10s

255-3279
107 WASHINGTON S,E,
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Blue"
~~varsity Red"
and a bunch
of other
great styles
in a wide
range of sizes.
~~varsity

KNME·TV Director Claude Hempen
presented a report yesterday in response to
university charges of "alleged irregularities "
but President Ferrel Heady, who wiiJ be out ~f
town until Wednesday, has not seen or
commented on Hempen's report,
Hempen was suspended for five days
effective August 26, following discl.osure of ~
ad hoc committee report by the LOBO, The
report cited employee allegations that station
personnel were asked to construct hearing aid
transmitters for a company which Hempen
reportedly owned. Hempen's suspension was
extended another 10 days, through Monday
Sept. 16, at his own request.
'
Susanne Burks stated in Monday's
Albuquerque Journal that Hempen was listed as
vice-president, director, and official business
agent on the 1971 annual report of Acousta
Auditory Training Units, Inc,, as filed with the
State Corporation Commission (SCC) on March
15, 1971.
As director of Acousta, Hempen sold
me.rchandise to Albuquerque Public Schools
(APS). KNME-TV is jointly owned by APS and
the university. APS voucher card copies show

••

over $26,000 worth of purchases from Acousta
during the period M:ay 1967 through March
1972. Acousta also sold equipment to UNM,
but the sales stopped before Hempen's name
appeared on official SCC reports. UNM
pm·chases were over $7000.
The largest UNM purchase from Acousta was
made ·in late 1968 for $6500 worth of
equipment marked "television." In early 1969
Hempen, in his capacity as KNME director,
wrote a memo asking for additions to the
original purchase order.
The KNME budget is approximately
$425,000, excepting federal funds for specific
purposes. Three quarters are proviced by UNM
and one quarter by APS.
The products allegedly furnished by Acousta
to APS were special hearing aids for deaf
children that enabled the children to move
freely and screen out environ men tal sounds,
According to the Journal article, one source
said that the products were innovative and
"helped a Jot of children."
Hempen has made no comment on the
matter to date.

By RICHARD BOWMAN
The Veterans Administration
has established a branch office at
UNM designed to provide U1e
approximately 2100 veterans now
enrolled with services previously
handled only by tl1e downtown
office,
Similar branch offices have
been set up at colleges throughout
the country in an effort to quiet
criticism that the VA has ignored
the "Vietnam Era" vet.
The new office of the Veterans
Affairs campus representatives,
Bandelier Hall West 118, serves
primarily as liaison between
student veterans and the regional
office located downtown in the
federal building.
~ ' The Veterans Affairs campus
representatives handle such things
as payment delays due to changes
in address, dependency status, and
school course changes. Counseling
the vet is their responsibility,
along ·with informing him of
benefits, The "Vet-Reps" say
many veterans do not know all
the benefits they are entitled to.
This new office has also taken
over many of the duties of the
university's Veteran's Guidance
Center whose job is basically to
certify the veteran's entrance into

•j

!

Dr. Gerald D. Nash has taken the reins of the UNM: history
department, replacing the former chairman, Dr. Frank Ikle, who
has returned to full-time teaching,
Also, Dr. Gilbert W. M:erkx is serving as acting sociology
departme~t chairm~n in the absence of Dr, Pedro· David, who is
on sabbat•calleave m Argentina, ·
In addition, the history department has named its first
assistant chairman. Dr. Jonathan Porter is coordinating class
schedules and assigning graduate assistants.
Nash has been at UNM since 1961 and was chosen to deliver
the prestigious Research Lecture in 1970. He is the author of
"The American West in the 20th Century," published last year,
and ha~ published articles on California's economic growth and
on the history of the Interstate Oil Compact Commission.
He is a member of the editorial boards of the Journal of
American History and the New M:exico Historical Review. He
also is a consultant to the Educational Testing Service and the
College .Entrance Examination Board. He i~ a member of the
UNM Phi Beta Kappa executive committee and director of the
Lincoln Educational Foundation.
M:erkx has been at UNM: since 1968. He has served for three
years on the screening committee of the Forqign Area
Fellowship Program for Latin America and was an exchange
faculty member at the Univm·sity of Goteborg Sweden
Sociological Institute in 1971.
'
'
A longtime student of Argentina, Dr. M:erkx was a
commentator on "The Phenomenon of Pm·onism" at an
American Historical Association conference earlier this year. He
has published articles on Argentina, Latin Amt>rican sociology
and South American education in English and Spanish journals.

Old World
Wisdom
Spec1al mstrucbons Jn build·
mg. farmmg, craltmakmg.
cookmg and hospttaltty from
the people of Greece. Turkey
and Sw1tzerland who have
lived on and with thetr land for
generations. Hundreds of
photos, dtagrams and illus·
lrahons "A remarkable book!'
Rollmg Stone
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Vanishing Cultures of Europe and the Near East
by DREW and LOUISE LANGSNER

i·..

Thomas Wagner
training and determine his
eligibility for attending UNM.
The decision to put the
"Vet-Reps" on ~ampus came last
spring during the series of
nationwide demonstrations by
veteran groups unhappy with the
treatment the young vet received
from the Veterans
Administration.

Randy Reid
to criticism about

S1tC: 8~~~~ x 11 1' Cloth $8. paper $4. nowal_your bookSiore. or sondcheckor
money order lo HARMONY BOOKS, a diVISIOn ol Crown Publl5hers, Inc ••
419ParkAve South.NewYork.N Y 10016
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would like to ~ay
WELCOME BACK
and invite you to visit our two Albuquer9ue
locations, both featuring a full line fabric selection
and complete notion (fepartments. We look for.
ward to seeing you soon.

Present
A Swinging Shakespearian Comedy

A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT'S DREAM

..

J

Hempen FJ1es Report

Classics Theater

September 19, 20, 21 8:15p.m.
Matinee September 22 2:15p.m.
Tickets $3.00, 2.50, 2.00
.UNM Students, Faculty, Staff
$1.00 Discount
'Tel. 277-3121
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UNM VA Office Created
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*Ask about our 10% discount for school projects*

OCTOBER4

CIVIC AUDI'rORIUM
fine shoes

Tickets
$3.50 & $4.S0-50c student discount
at: SUB Box Office, Gold Street,•..
Natural Sound, Candyman, Red To~ Record

HOUSE
oFf
BRICS
always first quality fabrics
207 WINROCK CENTER
Phone 299-7952

EASTDALE CENTER
Phone 296-0275

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9:00 SAT. 10:00-6:00

SUN. 12:00-5:00
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Sooner or later the people of this state are going to have to make up
their minds. if Regent Al!>ert Simms' statement is true-and we hope
it's not. We're referring to what he said Saturday concerning NMPI RG
and the academic program here.
"UNM belongs to the people of New Mexico, and they want a
stronger football team, better arenas ••• and a strong academic program
as well," he intoned. The Regents then refused to fund NMPIRG.
And while the Regents have visions of a Lobo football team crashing
helmets with USC in the Rose Bowl, the Wollmans and the Hubers are
drafting methods (however ambiguous) to create a Harvard on the
banks of the Rio Grande.
How, we ask, is a top-notch sports school going to lure the creme de
Ia creme of students? It's ludicrous wishful thinking,
When Simms spoke for New Mexicans, he left out the thousands of
parents who are more concerned with their sons and daughters receiving
a saleable skill, or at least some mental tool with which to face the "real
world.'' He spoke instead for the Regents, legislators and the 2.000
Lobo Boosters.
Instead of finding $6 million for teacher's salaries, they garnered that
amount for a VIP press box at the football stadium to appease N.M.
legislators, and maybe an NCAA dignitary or two.
The Regents have said they approve of the principles of PIRG-but
that and 15 cents will only get the student a cup of lukewarm coffee in
the SUB. Since PIRG now has to try again, this time before ASUNM,
we suggest that they change their structure and make themselves
answerable to the senate, if only to get approved.
Instead of presenting a mandatory-but-refundable plan, PIRG should
suggest haviniJ $2 deducted from the $14 of our tuition that now goes
toward the athletic program and have it channeled to PIRG. We have
the feeling that it would go over well with the senators, and the student
body.
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Editorial Board
Unsigttcd editorials represent a maJor-

ity opinion of the DailY Lobo Staff.
AU other columns, cartoons and letters
represent the opinion of the au !Jtor
and do ttot tteeessarily rcOect the vJcws
of the staff.

Editor
Michael Minturn
Managing Editor
Scott Eaton
News Editor
George Johnson

.1s Futile Goal,
Reporter Says

.
,
to praise you,
to flatter you, to request your
. as.sis tance in waging the war
against ignorance and any one of a
number of other awful
things ... I am to tell you that
victory is ours to be had, if we
work together.
"Well, I am not going to tell you
any one of those things because
they are all lies. Every otle of
them."
Beavan warned the new
initiates what they might expect
from the future. He said some
would be working on a more
efficient replacement for napalm.
"Some of you will be writing
slogans and music to sell worthless
products designed to be sprayed
on the vagina or eyeball so the
wearer of the worthless products
will not give odiferous offense,
"Some of you will be in
politics, representing your
constituents and your egos with
the same ferocity.
"Some of you will be living on
farms, if we have such things ten

,

ordon's

Library Lounge

1

i:1

Gail Baker's article in Friday's Lobo, defending Women Studies
(sic) and attacking Dean Wollman, was an extraordinarily skillful
evasion of the real issues involved in Wollman's calling the American
Studies divisions to account for themselves. Without ever using
words like "honest" or "fair," she nevertheless manages to imply
that Wollman has been grossly unfair, and possibly dishonest, in his
dealings with her. Yet she does not use tho words. I submit that this
omission may be due to her suSPicion that once the issue of fairness
is raised, Women Studies will be found to be more than somewhat
wanting.
To proceed to specifics, there are a number of questions which
Dr. Baker ought to answer before she accuses anyone else of shady
dealings:
1) Dr. Baker is listed in the fall schedule of classes as teaching
eleven classes this semester. Even discounting the two Individual
Study sections she is responsible for, that gives her an incredible
twenty six hours per week in class. Is she really teaching all these
classes? If not, just who are the women who are responsible fof
these classes? What are their academic backgrounds? Just who
decided they were qualified to teach universitY level courses?
2) Is Dr. Baker aware that men were systematicplly discriminated
against during registration for Women Studies this semester, and for
several past semesters? That men were not allowed to register for
Introduction to Women Studies? That not only men, but also
"women with a strong heterose)(Ual bias," were excluded from
Lesbian Feminism in· America? Is Dr. Baker aware that such
discrimination, in addition to being grossly unfair, is also illegal, and
could result in the withdrawal of all federal funds from the
university?
3) Two of the professors listed as teaching courses in Women
Studies this semester are not to be found in the faculty rosters of
either American Studies or Women Studies in the latest university
bulletin. Who hired them, and what are their qualifications?
4) How can Women Studies, whose constituency is
01/erwhelmingly white, Anglo, and middle class, justify its very
generous budget, when the Afro-American, Chicano, and Native
American Studies areas, which represent genuinely oppressed
groups, limp by from year to year? Women Studies has ridden on
the coattails of the ethnic studies areas for years. Now all of
American Studies is under challenge because of thl! shenanigans of·
Women Studies. What is Dr. Baker going to do to make sure that she
doesn't bring the other areas down with her? Or is that what she
wants?
A numbef of other questions could be raised about the Women
Studies operation (just what criteria are used for deciding when to
drop a woman from a course she has signed up for, for instance?)
but the preceding four are a good sample of the kinds of issues
which Dr. Baker scrupulously avoided raising in her attack on Dean
Wollman. It is almost certain that Wollman, who by reputation is far
from stupid, is aware of the material mentioned in thil first three
Stephen !!eckerman
questions.
Anthropology

up_·~_
tl•get'l.·ich·.
"It is customary

years from now, trying to shut than you might imagine.
out the world with intellectual
" •• , we have fought too many
pursuits."
wars, killed too many people,
·
'1. et, said Beavan, you will ignored too m11ny social concerns
discover: "The world will get you within our own community
in the end,
nocding relief. Some wonder that
"No one has told you that, the intellectual community is
odds are, you will not be able to despised in some quarters.
make a living by being honest, by
"The intellectuals made the
saying that the emperor has no atom bomb. Many of them lusted
clothes."
after research grants from the
Added the speaker: "I don't administration of Richard Nixon •
know why no one tells you these
"I hope that someday
By RICHARD BOWMAN
surrounding community fits, and
things,
but I can tell you that I
somebody proves that people are
Scott Beavan, reporter and- what that world offers the college
was not warned either.
basically kind, that the world is
media critic for the Albuquerque student.
"Instead, I was told how basically generous, that the last
Journal, speaking before the Phi
"It is customary to tell you
brilliant I was and what high
2000 years of human history have
Eta Sigma honor society Sunday, that since you are intelligent men
hopes were held for me. I walked been a monstrous hoax
cautioned his audience to "not and women, the world lies open
out of college and promptly got perpetrated by the cosmic brat
make changing the world your to you," Beavan said.
kicked in the butt."
who got away from his parents on
one and only cause.
"I recall one such occasion
The university, said Beavan, 'Star Trek.'
"You can't do it and should where I and my peers were told,
"inflates its bright students and
"I hope someone proves that
you attempt it, you will die for example, that the world was
then lets them go .• ,into a we go to heaven when we die. If
discouraged or psychotic," he our oyster.
·
·
nationili atmosphere that is you should ever run across such
said,
"Considering the fact that
anti-intellectual in the extreme-a proof, of any or all the
In a speech to new members of people often swallow oysters
nation whose idea of brilliance is a enumerated propositions, call me.
Phi Eta Sigma, Sunqay night at whole without tasting them, I'm
better hula-hoop or a grosser Collect."
the Bella Vista Restaurant, Beavan not quite sure what that cliche is
movie. Anything that sells.
Beavan's speech, not exactly
stressed the reality of the world supposed to mean-maybe that we
''They graduate people who the traditional "pat•on-the·back
into which the university and woulq choke on the pearl, cough
don't know how to do anything and go-out-and-get 'em" type
society wants done but who are usually heard at such gatherings
Rap Sessions on contraception
General meeting of the UNM too grand by far to accept what was well received.
an_d/or sexuality at Student Health Fencing Assoc. Wed., 6:30.7:30 p.m •• society will offer."
Said one new Phi Eta Sigma
Ctr., Tues., 2-4 p.mp
Said Beavan, "More doctorates member: "It's something to think
The
Student
Publication
Board
will
Harrison and Tyler, women's meet tomorrow at 4:30 p,m, in Room have worked at local restaurants
about.''
comedy team, will be in the SUB 138 of Marron Hall.
Ballroom Thurs., 8 p.m. Students w/ID
., ...
free. Others-$1.50,
The UNM Bicycle Club is now
forming. If you are interested in racing
No P.S.F.I, meeting Tues., Sept. 17. and
Lip Service is a LOBO-sponsored
touring around the country side of
New Mexico come to Room 237-D of
student community service which
The Students' International the
SUB tomorrow at 7:30p.m.
prints announcements of meetings and Meditation Society will host an
introductory
lecture
on
the
simple,
other affairs of student organizations. natural technique of Transcendental
The UNM Fencing Assoc. is now
Sept. 16-21 Fronk &' Rick Larrabee
Announcements will normally run two Meditation tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in working out and teaching fencing at
CArlisle Gym Mon., Wed., and Fd.,
davs prior to and on the day of the Room 250.C of the SUB.
6:30·7:30 p,m. For info. call Charles
Sept. 22 Sunday-Seeds &' Stems
scheduled event. Submissions for this
Open house tomorrow. 5-8 p.m. at Thigpen (265·8514) or Miles
column should be taken to ASUNM the Odyssey House, a drug free. Llnnallcry (265·3044).
Sept. 29 Sunduy Night Athon
Public Relations/Information Office in psychiatrically oriented, therapeutic
NCH 0 is sponsoring this year's
Room 24B of the SUB. Please keep community, 122 Broadway S.E.
annual campus blood drive. The
Sept. 30 Cardinal Duo
notices short and to the point.
The Great Escape Coffee House will Bloodmobile wiJI be on campus today.
hold auditions tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Tues., and Wed., at the north end of
State Rep. James Caldwell will Room 129 of the SUB. Call 298·9977 the SUB, Give even if you did not
Lance Henderson-l~evin Hughes
discuss gun control laws, laws xequiring
sign up.
for more lnfo.
new hunters to receive training, and
illegal use of guns at the Central
Audubon Society meeting Thurs., 7:30
p,m, in the Physics and Astronomy
Building.
•it
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Baker Is Evasive
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Mortar Board meeting tonight at 8
at the Pi Beta Phi house, 1701 Mesa
VistaN,E.

1'.·.'
.._'

UNM Chess Club will meet Thurs., 7
p.m. in Room 231 of the SUB. Club
President and U.S. Junior Open
Champion Spencer Lucas will play all
comers in a sbnultaneous exhibition.

:>:·,

Regents Keep Students Alienated

Dear Editor:
A common criticism of the
University of New Mexico and the
university community in general is that
it is an institution of ivory-towered
intellectuals who have little or no
association with the community at
large, More than once I have heard
· ' disgruntled parents say "I've paid
;)ij thousands of dollars for my son's (or
daughter's) education and he can't do a
thing." Being a student, myself, I can
only reply that ''The purpose of the
university is not to be a technical
vocational institute li.t is loathe to
say the university is involved in
anything so mundane or materialisticl).
Rather, the university is a place of

Sarcasm
Dear Editor:
I'm glad that Dean Wollman
received a good education. It is
important to understand whY
minorities should not be given good
grades, and that an elevation of
minorities is indeed bad!
The only minoritY most of us now
recognize are such pee brains.
,
Wade Wykert

Arts & Media
Jon Bowman
Sports Editor
Del Jon!!s
Copy Editor
Dan Williams

Proofreader
Nancy Morris
Morning Editor
Valerie Gonzales
Photo Editor
Michael Gandert

higher learning where the student can problems that trouble and sometimes
explore all · of the possibilities, can outrage the citizen, I mu~t say "You'll
produce more informed and intelligent have to go elsewhere for your
alternatives, and where the fruits of answers." The university will supply
knowledge can mature and ripen.'' the technical know-how to create an
Sound like a lot of meaningless words atomic bomb, it will prOIIide the
and phrases to cover up what could be methods perfected under behavioral
the biggest hoax perpetrated on the modification experiments to condition
American public since the Vietnam people to act like machines and
war? Well, in light of the recent automatons in order to fill the belly of
decision by tl1e Regents of the a blind military·industrial compleK but
University of New Mexico to it is not interested in whether you're
qisapprove finding of the Public eating horse meat and paying for
Interest Research Group (PIRG) on sirloin.
campus here, I can only reply, now,
Mr. and Mrs. Albuquerque, before
"You are absolutely rightl" It seems · you send your son or daughter to this
the university (the Regents at least) are university, I wonder if you shouldn't
intent on keeping the college student ask Mr, Heady what exactly, is my
separate and ineffectual as far as the chiid going to be able to accomplish as
community is concerned.
a concerned, aware citizen once his
I have attended three other college education is completed? A
universities where an organization Public Interest Research Group was a
- called PIRG has been established and chance to provide an important link
the results of their l!fforts have been betweiln the problems of the
significant if not lllirth·shaking. To community and the knowletlge of the
those members of the community who university, But, then, a multi-million
wonder why prices at the State Fair are dollar beaketball stadium addHion will
exorbitantly high, to those who certainly make us all feel better when
question the efficiency of their city we read in the morning paper that
utilities seJVices, to those who would another elected official has just
like to see a better planned city, to "ripped off" the communitY because
those who are tired of being 'taken' by no one took an interest in the public
doctors, lawyers, phat(11acists, or any welfare.'
other of the countless "mundane"
George J, Jackson
Staff _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Advertising
Busim.•ss ManagN·

Dan Sutler
Chris ltaby
Gail Gottlieb
Jerr Hudson
Bob Bess

Kendall Hanson
Dick 1\:cllchcr
Orlando Medina
J()C

Monahan

Michael O"Cunnor
Diane Ross ~
John lluckt!i'-.
Dian<! Taylot

Harry Chapman
Mlkr Davis

Dran Carroll
Halsey
Wendy Axrlrod
Blil

UNM Folksong Club will meet
Thurs., 7:30 p.m. in Room 231-D of
tit~ SUB.
Vietnam Veterans Against the
War/Winter Soldier Organization will
meet Wed., 6 p.m. upstairs in the SUB.

5001 Lomas N.E.

Air Force ROTC...The college
scholarship program with
sky-high benefits.

Delta Sigma PI, a professional
business .fraternity, will meet in Room
250-B of the SUB, Thurs., 7:30 p,m,
Christian Student Center will meet
Thurs., 7 p.m. at the Center, Girard
and Central (almost).
Senate Finance Committee will meet
in Room 231 of the SUB, Thurs.,
12:45 p.m.
Senate Steering Committee will
meet in Room 231 of tbe SUB, Thurs.,
7 p.m.
Applications are now being taken
for nominations to Who's Who Among
Student. In American Universities and
Colleges. Applications available in
Room 242 of the SUB.
Women's medical self help and Pap
clinic at Student Health Ctr., Room
220, Wed., 2·4 p.m.
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Some people might need to be coaxed with more than a full college scholarship
to enroll in the Air Force ROTC Program. So, if free tuition, lab and incidental
fees aren't enough ... the Air Force offers a monthly allowance of $100.00,
tax-free, in your junior and senior years, even if you are not on scholarship.
And flying lessons to those qualified provide the most exdting benefit of all.
Interested?

and week1y during the summer l!!lflll!lion

by the Board of Student Publication< of
the University of New :Mexico. and Is
not financially associated with UNM.
Second cJasg postage paid at Albuquer•
que, New Mexico- 87181. Subscription
rate is $10.00 tor th.Jl academic Yea•.
The opinions expressed on the edi·
torlal pages of The Dally Lobo are
those of the author solely. Unsigned
Opinion is that of the editorial board
of The Daily Lobo. Nothing printed in
The Daily Lobo necessarily· represents
the views of the UniverSity ol New
Mexico.

Contact Major Austin, Air Force ROTC det. 510
. .
at the University of New Mexico
PUT IT All TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC
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Hunt: Raising Cuban Corle
"Give Us This Day"
By E, Howard Hunt
Popular Library /$1.25

***
By GEORGE HANOVER
"No event since the
communization of China in 1949
has had such a profound effect on
the United States and its allies as
the defeat of the U .S.·trained
Cuban invasion brigade in April
1961."
"Out of that humiliation gtew
the Berlin Wall, the missile crises,
guerilla warfare throughout Latin
America and Africa, and our
Dominican Republic intervention.
Castro's beachhead triumph
opened a bottomless pandora's
box of difficulties , .• "
So begins master intelligence
operator E. Howard Hunt in his
painfully candid history of the
Bay of Pigs fiasco,
The book is anything but
evasive. Hunt is not afraid to
name names, and the
embarrassment this account has
caused to certain high level men
of power in the Eastern
Establishment has been
considerable.
And it is an embarrassing tale
to tell. Personages in the State
Department who cared more for
left wing ideology than freedom
in Cuba, Pentagon chiefs so
obsessed with parliamentary
action that they literally took the

coun ter·re•10lution out of the
hands of the Cubans, and
"patriots" more concerned with
power and prestige than the
liberation of Cuba all figure
prominently. But none of these
ideological vampires can match
the cold cynicism of those famous
Hyannis Port highbinders, the
Kennedys.
Hunt began his tragic
involvement in the Cuban
liberation effort by overse'eing the
formation of the Frente
Revolucionario Democratico
(FRD), which from the start was
plagued by internal strife and
State Department bungling.
In sharp contrast to the Cubans
who wanted only to restore
democracy to the Pearl of the
Antilles were the namby-pambies
in upper level Washington circles
who were more concerned with
appearances, of whether the U.S.
"played the game." It was this
same type of misguided chivalry

which bogged us down in
Vietnam.
From the outset, the U.S.
conspired to effectively steal the
Cuban revolution away from the
Cubans by forcibly Preventing the
Cubans from doing anything
"embarrassing"· like Pedro Diaz
Lanz' spontaneous propaganda
leaflet bombardment of Havana.
As one freedom fighter ruefully
noted, "it was easier to smuggle
arms to Castro than it was to run
guns past the Coast Guard to
topple him."
The bureaucratic bumblers who
wander in and out of the Cuban
operation are scathingly
unmasked by Hunt. He describes
the American ambassador to Cuba
as "Fumbling Phil'' and states that
his ''desparate efforts to
accommodate the new regime
were as unfelt as a fly on an
elephant's back."
The CIA comes in for its share
of the blame for failures too.
Hunt is unable to conceal his
contempt for the incompetant liar
Frank Bender, who _insisted on
duplicity when none was needed
and treated Cuban intellectuals as
though they were mere children.
Worst of all, the Cuban
leadership was a strange mixture
of genuine freedom lovers,
refugees from Castro, Marxists
. and mercenary opportunists. One
of the worst of this crew. (and
there were many fine leaders to
choose from) was Manuel Ray,
who gaillcd favor with the fair
hail·ed boys of the "New
Frontier" by his socialistic
leanings and proven
incompetence.
Ray had been in charge of a
disastrous uprising against Batista,
and was widely viewed in the
Cuban exile community as "a
Marxist opportunist who had not
even rebelled against Castro when
Fidel forced Ray's brother, Rene,
to kill himself."
Frank Bender may have been
taken in by Ray and his
Movimiento Revolucionario del
Pueblo (MRP), but Hunt and the
Cubans weren't. "Bender, who
had a European Socialist
background took to them like a
duck to water and reveled in the
association. For my part, I viewed
Ray's group with the maximum
•suspicion ••. they had tarried
overlong to make their break with
Castro's Communist regime, and,
safe on American shores, they
proclaimed the doctrine
(originally Trotsky's) of the
Revolution Betrayed." •
The philosophy was adopted by
the White House and State
Department, but as Hunt
succinctly notes, "it failed to

answer a number of pertinent
questions, the first of which is:
why, if the revolution was ever
democratically im;:lined, did it
maintain the Communist doctrine
of class warfare so fervently?
there is nothing whatever
democratic about drumhead trials
and summary e)tecutions, nor in
confiscation of private property
without due process of law,
stifling the press, and one-man,
one-party rule."
Most villainous of all was John
Kennedy and his crew of anemic
academics, who promised the
Cubans liberation and gave them
only death. The election of
Kennedy was greeted with
enthusiasm in the Cuban barrios,
yet it was JFK who deprived the
heroic freedom fighters of much
needed air cover on the pretense
of involved non-involvement.
. Miguided chivalry, and weak
knees on the part of Kennedy,
condemned the brave men of
Brigade 2506 to a slow death in
.the swamps surrounding the Bay
of Pigs, or to torture on the Isle of
Pines.
It was perhaps poetic justice
that Lee Harvey Oswald,
Kennedy's assassin, was a Castro
partisan who tried to join the·
revolution, and was a prominent
member of the Fair Play for Cuba
Committee, Or was Oswald, as
many suggest, a Cuban patriot
who paid back his country's
betrayer?
From the l}eginning, the Cuban
operation was haunted by bad
luck, some of which was
macabrely humorous. Training
was originally intended to take
place in Mexico, but police agents,
thinking they had stumbled onto
a criminal ring made security
impossible. A briefcase full of
classified dqcuments was stolen
by a gang of tl1ieves out of a
locked CIA vehicle,
Problems increased in Miami.
Hunt was hustled out of his first
covert hiding place by a landlord
convinced that he was renting an
apartment to bookies.
Ensconced in a new address,
Hunt (who naturally had a great
deal of male visitors) was
mistaken for a homosexual by the
"well preserved widow next door"
who, learning her mistake,
proceeded to shove her divorced
daughter (a New York model) in
his direction.
At the last minute, when the
liberation air force (old WWII
B·25s and 26s) was looking for a
landing strip, the Mexican
commander of Cozumel Island
demanded a mordida of four
air-conditioned Thunderbird& in
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Chim Chimeree
Hergest Ridge"
Mike Oldfield
(Virgin Records/VR 13·109)
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By JEFFREY HUDSON
The one man orchestra, Mike
Oldfield, the Tubular Bell kid is
back playing the music he loves to
play.
The intricate multi tracking and
the subtle melodies are once again
the trade mark of this movie-less
sound track.
In an arpeggio of blues and
greens, amid silver shining
enchanted flutes, this modern
classical piece sets the mind
unl_tampered in ideas and dreams
in the free play of thoughts.
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Estes: 'Would Have Gone
Nuts Sitting On Rear End'

j£'

(Note: This is the final part in a to serve the education college
• four-part series on Linda Estes, fully since she was totally
,.8 director of women's athletics. wrapped up in women's athletics.
Though eventually she was
,S Estes because of her hard stand on granted
her tenure, Estes still
~ equality in sports has naturally
believes she was originally denied
~ received a lot of opposition, but because persons above her wanted
o what seems surprising is that a lot to be able to fire her whenever she
·~Cll• of this opposition came from her got out of hand, since to them she
was prone to doing so,
:::li women colleagues.)
"Also," said Estes, "some
~
By DEL JONES
people in the P.E. department,
~
Earlier _this fall the story came especially the women were not
r:,.out that Linda Estes was going to pleased with the progress that
81, be denied tenure for the reason women's athletics was making.
01 given that she might not be able
"They thought I was heading

.i
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the· program into a st~:~tc which
would resemble men's athletics
and therefore create the problems
of scholarships and recruiting.
"Sure mistakes have been made
in men's athletics and I hope we
can learn from them, but basically
I think they've done a good job in
promoting their programs.
"These opponents. thought the
poor little girls shouldn't be
confronted with athletic
hassles-and I think U1at's a very
sexist point of view. Women
shouldn't have protection any
more than lnt'n."

Many professors try to remain
uncontroversial at the unviersity
until they have received their
tenure, but Estes said she felt she
couldn't afford that luxury.
·"The time was right to promote
women," she said, "and I couldn't
wait for five years, I'm not that
type of person. I would have gone
nuts $itting on my rear end."
Estes was quick to add that she
has had a lot of support, mo$t
not ably from the athletic
department.
"Lavon McDonald (athletic
director) has given me a lot of
cooperation and so has (Ferrel)
Heady. They might be a little
worried about money I'm taking
away from their programs, but I
can understand that,
"As long as other universities
arc giving all their money to men's

athletics, it's hard for· UNM to
compete. I think it should be like
a disarmame11t of weapons. with
every school giving up money
equally, I don't want to force
UNM to become weak."
The problem is far from over.
With tl1e passage of the Equal
Rights Amendment the people of
New Mexico have expressed a
c()mmitment to equality, but the
force behind keeping men's
athletics strong at UNM is also
powerful. Linda Estes has her
cut out for her.
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THE SUPREMES

·Bike Race

Two shows nightly. Cover charge. For
reservationscall243-8661, ext. 7104.

The UNM Alumni Association's
Pedaling Feat, a competition for
high school and university bike
enthusiasts, is scheduled for
October 13 at the stadium.
The cycling event will be part
of -homecoming- festivities,
October 9·13. Last year there was
a similar activity, but it did not
include high school participants.

The Albuquerque

Hiltoo lnnlllthe best hotel in NewMexico.
,.
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Linda Estes: Time is right to
promote women's athletics

Sept.16-21
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Opi!!rltad by Melro Inns Managemenl Co., Inc.

The Cultural Program Committe
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

Daily lobo

Sports

POPEJOY HAL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXIC

Alumni Director Gwinn "Bub''
Heney said that the reason for
the expansion was "to include as
many various segments of the
community as possible."
Six-man or ·woman teams will
race in four·mile or 50-mile relays.
Deadline for entry is noon,
September 20.
Two-wheel fanatics can apply
at either the Alumni Association
office in the SUB, or from any
high school activities director.
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418 Central S.W.
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major characters "in th~ whole ~
affair.
11!1
Behind. every description ol' ~
petty jealousy, American·
arrogance and false promises, ~
Hunt never loses sight of the real :Iii
objective-the liberation of the S:::
Cuban people; people who risked ~
the fury of the Caribbean lashed 8'
to oil drums; people who fought t:l
bravely to the end, fatally !!;
crippled by their erstwhile allies, '<
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Wednesday, Sept. 25 8:15p.m.
Tickets: $7.00, 6.50, 6.00, 5.00, 4.00
UNM Student~ witli Activity Cards
~Price

Tel. 277-3121
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Rolling Stone
?apComix
ZooWorld
Mother Earth News
Village Voice
Out of state newspapers
Albuquerque's largest
magazine selection

OPEN SUNDAYS

Want to read faster? Tonight Evelyn
Wood Reading Dynamics is offering
free classes.
Come to a free class tonight, and
you'll be able to increase your reading
and s!udy speed as much as 50 to 100 per
cent.
No cost, and no obligation.
Find out how much easier school
can be. Join the millions who've taken a
free speed reading lesson and doubled
their reading speed on the spot.
With the same or b~tter comprehension,
Then, take what you've learned and
put it to use TONIGHT to speed up your
reading and studying. TONIGHT.
Over three-quarters of a million
people from around the world have al-

ready turned to the Evelyn Wood reading
method.
These unique, copyrighted techniques.are now taught in over 300 cities
throughout the world. Average course
graduates can do an hour's reading in
less than 15 minutes.
Read thousands of words in a minute -- that's pages in seconds, chapters
in minutes, and books in less than an
hour.
Do you still read 200 to 300 words
a minute?
80 per cent of a college student's
time is spent reading. Isn't it about time
you made it easy on yourself?
Come to a free speed reading class
tonight. Only one hour -- and it could
save you hundreds of hours.

COME TO A FREE SPEED READING LESSON TODAY
6:30 or 8:00 P.M.

text by Tony Hillarman

Myrna

greater clarity
of thought,

"-flu•~lil.
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el{change for use of "his" airstrip.
The actual description of theBay of Pigs fight is terse, but
professionally written (Hunt was a
very successful writer of spy
novels, and "Give Us This Day"
reads like a well written novel),
"Give Us This Day" is highly
recommended for anyone
interested in the Cuban tragedy.
Especially valuable are Hunt's
candid revelations about the

Room 231-E

Student Union Building
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Student Tuition Plan Available

UNM VA Office
(continued {rom page 3)

the VA's poor performance in the
past, "Vet·Rep" Tom Wagner
admitted mistakes were made.
Wagner said, "The VA made
mistakes, the vets made mistakes,
the schools made mistakes.
"I think the problem of the
Vietnam veteran," Wagner said,
"is tha~ the public did not support

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates; lOt per word per day with a
$1.00 per day minimum charge, or 6¢
per word per day with a 60t per day
mhlimum c:harge for ads publishe<l .five
or more consecutive days.
Terms : Payment must be made in full
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where: Marron HaJJ, Room 132
·
OT bv mail
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
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. , MEXICAN DANCES-Tuesday, Thurs<lay
6 :00 PM-Carlisle Gym: students free.
~
9/19
WOMEN POOL PLAYERS wanted lor
ROSA's Elimination Tournament every
Thursday.
9/19
JOIN THE UNIVERSITY of Albuquer•
que in term tour to the heart of Italy,
30 Dec 1974-9 Jan. 1976. Tour includes
round trip air fare, hotels, breakfasts,
visiting Rome, Florence, Naples area.
Academic credit available. t•rict $546.
Call Division of Humanities. 243-9461.
lltB

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have friends who care at Birthright.
247-9819.

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST: PAIR GOLD wire-rim glasses .In
Mitchell Hall, Ladles room last. week. Reward, 243-3407, 8-6.
9/23
i:OST..:.ST. BERNARD aro1md tho Silver
and Stanford area. Reward. 266-4276.
9/17
FOUND: WOMEN'S prescription sun·
glasses, rose frames w/green lens, Max•
well Museum In Anthropology Bldg.
Identify & claim in MUseum offices.
LOST-BEAR CLAW watch band In
Mitchell HaU. Reward if found. Call
9/17
299·1554 after 7:30 PM.

3) SERVICES
THE QUARTERS Is sponsoring a wine
course, 30th Sept,, for information &
registration, can 24'7-8679.
9/17
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST: IBM carbon·
ribbon. Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable
rates. 298·7147.
9/20
PASSPORT, JDENTIFICATTON phows.
Lowest prices in town. fast, pleasing,
Near UNM. Call 265·2444 or come to
1717 Girard N.E.

----

4)

the 'wm, so the public does not
support the vet, Remember, the
VA does not make the increases in
benefits. Congress does."
The "Vet-Reps" office saves
the veteran the · time and gas of
driving downtown, and hopefully
will cut down the response time
to veterans' problems,
Current hpurs for the new
office in Bandelier Hall·West are:
S H A R E STORAGE $12/mo. Resident
Manager, 1824 Buena Vista SE. Office
hours 4-6: 842·6166.
9/20
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS - An
apartment complex for the y()ung and
the young at heart, Rents start at $130.
Large swimming Pool. Effici~neiE!Il /rl;
1 bdrm avnllnbJe, furnished or unfurnished. Walking distance to UNM.
10/4
1620 University NE. 243·2494.
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS,
AAA
Apartments. One, two, and three rooms.
Vcry clean, near University and north
west, 242-7814, 2.47·1006, 242-1871, tfn
UNFURNISHED HOUSES. AAA two and
three bedrooms. Very clean. Near Unl·
versity and north west, 242·7814, 247·
tfn
1006, 242-1871.
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SUICIDE IS n permn.ncnt solution to
temporary problems. We'll L is ten.
AGORA, 277·3013,
9(~
HOUSE, UTILITIES. Mature reliable wo·
man in exchange for limited . services.
May be student, worldng or partially dis·
abled. Weckdaya 243·8811, ext. 189. 9/23
NARC 0 T I CSANONYMOUS Tuesday
nltcs: 7:30. Canterbury Chapel LibrarY,
426 UniversitY. NE,
11/17
·---,THE GSA ELECTION CODE for the
Sept. 24-25 election and budget referendum Is available in the GSA offil'e, SUB
106. The onJy amendment to the July
11172 election code is the deletio"n of the
first sentence of Section 6a iii which
reads, "This period will begin no
earlier than five days after the filling
deadline.''
9/17

FOR RENT

FURNISHED HOUSES. AAA two and
three bedrooms. Very clean. Near Unl·
versit)t and north west. 242-7814, 247•
100B, 242-1871.
Un
LOOKING FOR an apartment? We have
six and will furnish to suit. Call 247·
4405 evenings, Mr. Scott.
9/25
~/F SHARE 3-br house, Oltt Towr• Area:
F/P Yard. 842-9434.
9/19
HOUSE TO ·SHARE, female preferred,
$75. UNM 843-9692, 266·3771 ext. 262.
9/17
KACHlNA HOUSE. 2 blocks from UNM.
Deluxe apt., 1·bdrm, $165 utilities vaid,
266-6348.
trn
HOUSE TO SHARE: $67 mo. utilities
vaid, furnished;" flreplace. 3716 Campus
NE.
MIDNIGH'l' SPP!CJAL, Ryder
• sleep tomorrow, 765·1111.

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

• • •

FOR SALE

PADDLE BALL RACQUETS: Balls-lots
left and lltill on sale at the Bike Shop,
823 Yale SE. 842-9100. Racquets as Jow
as $9,99 and balls nt 99c each.
10/7
----~
QUESTAR atnndard model telescope. Mint
condition. 35 percent off Jist price. 266·
0111 evenings.
9/23
KJNGSIZE mattress with full set liMns,
Frank, 26~·6213, 268-0011.
9/2~
BICYCLES I BICYCLES I Now is the time
for n new 10-speed. Prices hnve been
lowet·ed as winter appronchcs nnll we
have n terrific selection. The Bike ShoJI,
R2a Ynl" HF,. RA2-9HIO.
10/7
WHITE- OAK DOOKSHOP and Gallery,
1200 Rio Grande, books on art, nhotography, craf'ts, southwest, Mexico,
9/20
HANG GLIDER SUN, lS' custom sail,
cheap price now, 268-7606.
9/20
HOW 'BOUT lRISH SETTER pup?
Three left. $40, papers available, 866·
7346.
9/17
PIONEER AM/FM STEREO tuner TX6200, 1 yr. old, 6 yr warranty, walnut
9/20
cabinet, ~85. 277·6238.
AKC COLLIE MALE, 18wks, tri-color,
long coat, mellow disposition, real sweet,
$30, 346·6920, Mornings, evenings, 9/19
CHICKEN 'N' DUMPLINGS Texlll!·Sty]c,
$1.26 every Wednesday nlte at Roea•s.
9/19
KINGSIZE W.ATERBEDS, $29.95, com•
p)cte systerruJ, $69.96, heaters, $27.60.
Water Tripa, 3407 Central .NE. Across
from Arbies. 268·8465.
tfn
1969 VW BUG, good condition, radio,
$1126. Cash. After 5 PM. 268-5883. 9/18
'69 PLYMOUTH VALIANT-Top eondi·
tlon, new paint, standard alx, one own•
er, $1050, 277-3617, 3:00-6:00 or 8:00·
9/11
10:00 PM.
UNIQUE TRUCKING MACHINE. Cus·
tomized Ranchero Cully equipped. Ready
to travel anywhere. 25 MPG. 266·0991.
9/23
SK[ TOURING & BACKPACKING equip·
ment from the protesslonals at tho Trail
Haus-salcs, rentals, service, and c1iniC8.
Since 1967, New. Mexico's leading ski
touring center-Trall Haus, 1931 San
9/19
Mateo SE. 2&6-9190.
FENDER :PRINCETON-reverb AMP ex·
ceJJent condition, $130. Panasonlc 8·
track car stereG wlhome adapter, home
& car speakers. New condition. 242·
9/17
9092.
BICYCLES: Lowest priccs on Git.ane and
other fine European Bicycles. Over 100
in stock, $75 to $&00. WORLD CHAM·
PJO'N BICYCLES, 2122 Coal PJ. SE,
four blocks
843-9378. tfn
. from UNM.
.
STEREO HEAD PHONES $4.95• 6 foot
cord, soft l'ar pads. • United Freight
Sales. 3920 San Mateo NE.
trn
VINTAGE CLOTHING, antiqUe quilts,
oak furniture, photographic antiQues.
The Silver Sunbeam, 3409 Central NE.
9/17
GEODESIC DOME-2-year old home, secluded in the South Valley on an acre
of land. Perfect. opportuQttY to begin
the road to selt-snfficiency. $12,600.
Super terms. NORRIS REALTY, 877·
6194.
OLD MIRAGES 1968 throull!b 1970. $1.01>
each, room 132, Marron Hall.
OLD MmAGES. some 20 years old. $1.00
each, room 132, Marron HnU.
ALASKAN Ma1arnutes-AKC registered,
excelleht pedigree, show/pet, terms
9/20
available, 898•6281.
TENNIS EQUIPMENT-racquet!!, balls,
short!!, shoes, & shirts now on sale at
the Bike Sbol), 823 Yale SE, 842-9100.

tfn

7:45-4:30, Wagner or Reid may
be contacted at 277·6316.
ASUNM scholaxship applications
now being taken at the Student Aids
Office for the fall semester. Six tuition
scholarships, $228 each, and six boo!~:
stipends, $40 each, will be awarded.
Applicants must have at lcaf!t a 2.0
grade point average, Deadline for
applications is Oct, 1,
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POPEJOY HALL
- - - - - - · · AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NFW MEXICO

Thursday, Sept. 21, 1972

First Major Performance

Teen's Play 'Fantastic'
In. Concert at Popejoy

EMPLOYMENT

BABYSITTER
WANTED:
Part-time
mother needs llabysitter who has experience w/small b11hY & is willing to do
light housework. Week days, starting No·
vember, 2G6-7Z78.
9/20
WANTED PART TIME SECRETARY to
do typing and filing. $2.00 nn hour. Up
to 20 houl1!/weck. Call Geoffrey, 843·
7102.
9/20
PART-TIME JOB, amu11ement arcade,
apply at 118 San Mnteo SE or call 265·
4292.
9/18
PART-TIME COUNTER SALES. Must be
available for some weekend hours. At>ply
in person, University Dniry Queen, 2300
Central SE.
9/19

7)

1

ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL

FOR SALE

PADDLEBALL, RAQUETS and balls on sule this week at the Bike Shop, 823
Yale SE. 842·!1.100,
KINGSIZE WATERBEDS, $27.50, com·
plete system $69.95, heaters $24.50.
Water Trips, 3407 Central NE, 268-.
8466.
'
9/23
BACKPACKERS - Come inspect New
Mexico'a moat complete selection of
equipment at B A C J{ COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 266·8113,
20 PORTABLE TV's $30·$60. 441 Wyom·
10/23
ing NE, 266·6987,

61

I

MISCELLANEOUS

SCRIPTURE READING, prayers, songs.
dally 7 PM, 425 University NE, .Canterbury Chapel.
10/14

WINNER

-OF

8
ACADEMY
AWARDS!

His style reminds one of the
An audience of 1000 sat in Pope- . foot-tapping power of Carole King
joy Hall Wednesday night, not with an occasiOnal classical bent.
knowing what to expect.
The second half of the program
What it got was Keith 0 reen, an consisted of excerpts from a com18-year-old song writer from Los ing rock operetta inspired by the
Angeles, and some fantastic piano writings of Kahlil G ibran 's "The
Prophet." For a young man, Green
playing.
Green opened his set without a shows a great deal of spmted
word. It was his first major concert awareness in the lyrics. His voice
contained an emotional intensity
and he seemed a bit afraid.
not obvious in the light first half of
But once he started playing, to the show.
feverously strum at his guitar,
Keith Green said he was "happy
smiles flowed back and forth be- to be in Albuquerque." It was oovttween the stage and the audience.
ous the audtence was glad to have
His guitar playing showed more him.
youthful exuberance than mellowed maturity. But once he sat
down at the grand piano, it became
obvious where Green's talents lay.
The first half of the program was
devoted to songs from a soon-to-be
released aloum "Re'velations" and
"Personaf Songs"-an album in
progress. The joyous scream of
"I'm Alive" throughout '•W ailing
for Today" led to the pointed humor of .. Raping Mother Nature."
Green's lyrics fluctuated between
deep personal philoqophy and easy
to relate-to humor.
By the middle of the first set,
Green had the audience whistling
and clapping along to "Whatcha'
G onna DoN ow."
His voice was strong, showing no
strain as he reached for high notes.
But talk about Keith Green has to
get 'back to his piano. He's played
for 13 years and it certainly shows.
•
•
•
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Sunset HI

Keith
Green
Returns To
Popejoy
Hall
Saturday
Sept.28
at
8•15 p m

